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K100 and K200 
Strong and Light

  Lowest overall costs        Proven technology        200+ standard options

Custom-built

Huckepack Custom-built agricultural 
solutions

Custom-built truck-body 
and trailer

More than 36 years of experience, a fully robotic welded body 
and a solid, functional design: this is the  step in our product. 
A trailer without technical risk: Proven Quality Improved!

What’s ?



K400 
Heavy Duty

  Continuous chassis        Proven robustness        Heavy Duty options

Custom-built

Wood Agricultural Waste

Proven Quality Improved 
“Robot welding has further increased the 

reliability of the proven construction.”



K502 
Flexible and all-round

  Numerous versions        Multifunctional        Also available in LIGHT version

Custom-built

LIGHT version LHV with side doors Self-supporting construction 
with side doors
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6 6. The largest platform
 Complies with legislation

7. Unique remote control
 All functions with 1 control

4. PowerSheet ®

 The proven cover system

5. Dura-Floor
 Extremely wear-resistant!  

(patented)

1. Functional design
 Integrated lighting

2. Temperature protection
 Saves down time and repair costs

3. Standard manometer
	 Instantly	identify	floor	contamination

Since 1984, we have been 
leading the way in the 
development of our industry.

Continuous improvement 
is in our DNA.

Drivers’ 
Ease & Safety

Special
Solutions

Lowest Cost 
of Ownership

 We innovate and develop for you according to our permanent spearheads.



Robot welded Extensively tested More than 36 years experience

Since	1984,	we	have	been	focussing	on	continuous	improvement	of	a	single	product:	the	moving-floor	
trailer. Each time we slightly raise the bar. This is how we create unique and reliable inventions and 
innovations. Our trailers have been developed with the smallest detail in mind. This way we guarantee our 
customers trouble free operation for many years, the lowest overall costs and the highest residual value. 
We are committed to it and our customers may hold us to that. 

By pushing boundaries we have been creating an edge within our industry for more than 36 years.

Pushing boundaries
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